
February 22, 2013

Subject: Support for AB 225 (Medium-Speed Vehicles)
   

Dear Assemblymember Brian Nestande,

The Light Electric Vehicle Association (LEVA) represents the strategic interests of light electric vehicle 
retailers, dealers, distributors, manufacturers and suppliers to promote the development, sale, and use of 
LEVs worldwide. Members receive support and educational resources to expand their businesses while 
initiating efforts to influence and adopt legislation, regulation, performance standards, promotion and 
general best practices in the light electric vehicle industry. 

Currently, LEVA is working to simplify CVC rules, reduce barriers, and fairly treat LEVs as viable 
transportation alternatives. We believe that all Californians will benefit from LEVA's goal of  
promoting zero-emission, domestically-fueled, and appropriately-sized electric vehicles. 

Please accept LEVA's support for Medium-Speed Vehicles (MSVs). California's economy and residents 
will benefit by reducing the use of expensive imported oil, reducing CO2 emissions and the attendant 
consequences of Global Warming, and promoting a new class of vehicles that cost less than half as 
much as current battery-powered vehicles. LEVA promotes inclusion of LEVs into family fleets for 
shorter trips while using traditional options for longer trips. 

Recent extreme weather events associated with Global Warming emphasize the urgency of meeting 
the requirements of AB 32 and SB 375 to reduce CO2 emissions. Some people view various battery-
powered electric vehicles (BEV) coming to market as addressing the issue. Unfortunately, BEVs are 
selling in the tens of thousands nationally while annual sales of gas vehicles is over ten million – with 
over 255 million gas and diesel vehicles on the roads today. The reduced range and lower speed of 
MSVs would reduce the up-front costs while producing a vehicle that works for the majority of trips. 
Furthermore, a Level 1 charging station (110/120 volts) currently found in every home and most 
garages is adequate for such small battery capacity, whereas BEVs generally use a Level 2 (220/240 
volt) charger which could trigger costly home upgrades including a separate charging station, new 
electric meter, and even a new circuit. 

LEVA supports adoption of MSVs as a way to expand the use of battery and electric-drive technologies 
and the attendant drop in manufacturing costs. Such advances, in turn, will support our industry which 
provides zero-emission, domestically-fueled, and appropriately-sized electric vehicles. 

Although LEVA supports AB 225, we also believe that improvements are warranted. Various states 
now have laws that allow for MSVs with top speeds of 35 mph to 55 mph.  LEVA prefers a speed limit 
of 45 mph.  AB 225 requires a MSV to incorporate all D.O.T.-approved low-speed vehicle safety 
equipment.  Additionally, LEVA encourages the addition of a roll cage or crushproof body design, 
windshield wipers, horn, and protection from electrolyte spillage and electrical shock protection.
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LEVA calls on you and the entire California State Legislature to pass enabling legislation (AB 225) to 
allow MSV to use California roads.

Sincerely,

Rob Means, Legislative Advisor
Light Electric Vehicle Association LLC
408-230-2585 rob.means@electric-bikes.com
1421 Yellowstone Ave., Milpitas, CA 95035-6913
Serving the LEV Industry, www.LEVAssociation.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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